
Peer Mountain and BRD Partnership Offers
Direct Access to 1.4 million BRD Wallet Users
Peer Mountain announces its partnership
with BRD wallet for the upcoming Peer
Mountain token sale.

LUXEMBOURG, LUXEMBOURG,
September 18, 2018 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- September 18,
2018 - Luxembourg, LUX - Peer
Mountain, the self-sovereign identity
and contracting protocol, has
announced its partnership with BRD
for a sale of Peer Mountain Token
(PMTN) via the BRD platform to its 1.4
million mobile users commencing
October 2nd 2018.

The collaboration will give BRD users the possibility to purchase PMTN in exchange for ETH via
the BRD application; a unique experience that very few other token sales have enabled within a
mobile environment.

Users that participate in the PMTN token sale via the BRD Wallet app will also receive BRD
Tokens via an airdrop as a thank you for their commitment to both Peer Mountain and BRD
Wallet.

Whilst the traditional method of depositing on a desktop is still available, the ease of depositing
with a mobile application provides users with a simple, and more secure solution to purchasing
PMTN. The newly launched BRD Secure Checkout process means users are protected from cut-
and-paste errors and sending mistakes common to token sales.

“Launching a token sale event with a great project like Peer Mountain is very exciting for us.” said
Ada Vaughan, Executive Director for Europe at BRD, “Peer Mountain is changing the way users
own their information, something that we at BRD welcome. Jed and his team are creating a
protocol on the blockchain that is truly revolutionary and we are proud to be a part of this token
sale event.”

BRD will provide a simple process in order for users to purchase PMTN. BRD users are able to
purchase ETH with all major payment cards which can then be used to buy PMTN tokens during
the token sale.

“BRD is a safe and secure platform with over $6 billion USD under its protection. Working with
such an experienced team for our token sale event is something that we are extremely proud
of.” Jed Grant, CEO and Founder of Peer Mountain said. “Having PMTN available on the BRD
Application will allow users to purchase tokens just as they would other cryptocurrencies. I am
excited about this partnership and look forward to what the token sale event will bring to Peer
Mountain.”

http://www.einpresswire.com


To keep up to date with all of the latest news from Peer Mountain join its official Telegram
channel at https://t.me/peermountain.

About BRD

BRD is a global company that's bringing blockchain-enabled financial services to the mobile
generation. We provide consumers with the simplest and most secure way to buy and protect
bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. Launched in 2015, and headquartered in Zurich
(Switzerland), BRD is a venture-backed company which has raised $40M from top investors
focused on banking, FinTech, and blockchain. With over 1.4 million users holding an estimated
$6B USD in cryptocurrency under protection, BRD remains the most trusted bitcoin and
cryptocurrency mobile wallet available. For more information visit https://brd.com

About Peer Mountain

Peer Mountain is the cross-blockchain protocol that connects self-sovereign ID holders with
businesses, enabling commerce at scale. It is the only decentralized identity network that
provides businesses with instant cost-effective regulatory compliance, puts people in control of
their protected personal information, and pays ID verifiers for their trustworthiness. For more
information, please join the discussion in the Peer Mountain Telegram group.
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